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EDITORIAL
Couch potato alert!
By SUSAN MONAHAN and RENEE RICKETI'S
Editor and Managing Editor

ATTENTION COUCH POTATOES AND OTHER INACTIVE
STUDENTS!
You're spending the afternoon watching Duck Tales when there are
"'better ways to use your time - ways that pay 00.ck in full by the time
graduation rolls around.
Consider the num"'ber of clubs on campus. There must "'be one which you
fit into and is worth the time and energy invested.
For example:
There are numerous clubs that fit majors, others provide hobbies and
recreation.
The Business and Economics Club serves its mem"'bers in two ways: one
as a practical application for their field ofstudy, the other to provide booze
and entertainment at their annual spring fl.ing.
On the other side there is BACCHUS, a club with an alternative to
alcohol and drugs.
The Adventure Club offers rock climbing, mountain biking, and
anything else in the great outdoors far away from school and its stressors.
Central Christian Fellowship is a 1JOpular youth organization which
keeps students active in their faith and close to a group with common

priorities.
These are just a few examples of clubs offered on campus. A complete
list is located on pa.ges 8 & 9 in this issue.
Getting involved in an organization is an intregral part ofeveryone's college experience.
You can learn a lot from books and lectures, but they can't teach you
how to interact with others. Books only include theory and not practical
application of a specific study.
Organizations on campus also offer op1J0rtunities to hear and meet people currently working in your field of study which will keep you closer to
the working world and update material in lessons.
Another "'benefit of involvement is its value to employers. Most employers
appreciate seeing a list oforganizations on a resume. It demonstrates willingness to get involved in special projects outside the nine to five.
Central can also "'benefit from your involvement by earning a reputation
as a school with a lot to offer. This will attract even more students with
energy and enthusiam which will regenerate in the school and make a "'better quality product in the work force. A college degree is im1J0rtant when
looking for a job, and think how much more valuable it will become to you
and future employers with added extracurricular activities.
Every minute of your time spent in a extracurricular activity pays back
with interest which collects through the years.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
ON OBSERVER STAFF
STAFF WRITERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
AD LAYOUT
GRAPHIC ARTIST
EXPERIENCE PREFERRED
BUT NOT REQUIRED

MEETING FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 30, 8 a.m.
BOUILLON HALL ROOM 234
COFFEE PROVIDED
BRING ADD/DROP SLIP AND
EXAMPLE OF WORK IF POSSIBLE

Greg Goessman
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The Observer, the official student newspaper of Central Washington University, is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the
CWU Communications Department. All unsigned editorials are the
view of the majority of The Observer editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday the week prior to publication date. Any letters not signed with a phone number for
verification will not be printed. Deliver letters to: Editor, The
Observer, CWU, Bouillon Hall, Room 225, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
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weeks.
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NEWS
U.S. vs. U.S.S.R. for the Olympic gold

.

Studies reveal vital differences
In contrast, there's only one gold

University News

Americans need only look at
the facts to understand the
Soviets' consistenly strong
showing in the Olympics, according to CWU researcher Dr.
Stephen Jefferies.
''Because the Soviets have
tended to dominate the
games-in total medals
won-since they first entered
the Olympics in 1952,
Americans assume there is some
secret. There really aren't any
secrets; it's very simple."
Jefferies, author of a series of
books on coaching effectiveness,
- joined Central' s physical education faculty in 1986. He was a
high school teacher and coach in
London, England for three
years, then came to the U.S. to
earn M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
physical education at the
University of Oregon.
Through a 10-month study of
five institutes of physical culture
in the Soviet Union, Jefferies
learned firsthand about the
Soviet sport system. Since his
return, he has also interviewed
several dozen Soviet coaches
who have emigrated to Israel
and the U.S.
''The Soviets are consistent,''
Jefferies said, ''In almost every
international competition, they
will turn in top performances in
a wide variety of sport events.
U.S. athetes, in contrast, often
demonstrate real highs and lows
in performance from one Olympics to the next."
''For example, our hockey
team won in Lake Placid and
then disbanded. Soviet teams
often stay together for 10 years
or more," he explained.
So what's the non-secret of
Soviet success? Systematic, free
athletic training for . a high
percentage of the Soviet Union's
youngsters, under the direction
of qualified coaches, in excellent
facilities provided by the national government.
''Opportunity for training is
one key difference between
children's access to sport success
here and in the Soviet Union,"
Jefferies said. All kids can participate free-often twice a
day-in "sport schools" which a
kid will attend weekdays after
public school, or at athletes'
boarding schools.''
''They are _limited only by
their ability. For example, a
child with interest and ability in
tennis can get high-quality
coaching free, where in the U.S.,
only kids whose parents can afford private lessons will get that
kind of training."
Another key to access is that,
with two-thirds of the population in urban areas, good sport
facilities are near where most
people live in the Soviet Union,
Jefferies says.
"Pretty much every kid who
shows ability has the chance to
pursue sport. That kind of mass
selective process is very important if you want good athletes.
You get large numbers of
children who get six to seven
years of high-quality training,

Dr. Steven Jefferies studied training techniques in the Soviet
Union for 10 months. ·
which costs their families
nothing-they' re goi.Ilg to be
good,'' he says.
''The Soviets recognize that.
Their goal to dominate the
Olympics in the total number of
gold medals won. So, they ·

recognize that it's important to
distribute their focus, to emphasize what we call the minor
sports. They see that sports like
rowing and wrestling deserve a
lot of attention, becaue there are
lots of medals to be won there.

medal available in basketball.''
The youth sport program in
the Soviet Union operates under
a different philosophy ·and structure
from
ours-it's
government-directed, Jefferies
points out.
''The Soviets' whole sport
system is designed to produce
top athletes. It all starts with
government recognition that ·
athletic victories are very good '
propaganda. Put simplistically,
success in sport is an indicator of
how successful their society is.''
Therefore, the government
puts a lot of support into sport
training, Jefferies explains.
''They have the types of facilitiesthey need. And they have a centralized organization of sport,
which has some positive effects,
in the sense that there is one
observable authority.Jt assures
minimal standards for each
sport,'' he says.
''One of our major problems is
that there are no U.S. standards
or coaching qualifications for
youth sport,'' Jefferies says. ''To
qualify for coaching in the Soviet
Union, students complete a
four-year training porgram,
similar to our curriculum for
physical education teachers (but
in U.S. schools, anyone with a
college degree can be a
coach-whether their degree is
in P.E. or music or business)."
''Coaches are specialists in
one sport, and they are very
motivated to achieve, because
their whole career advancement
depends on their results. They
are motivated to go out searching and find top quality kids,
because the kids take them
along to the top."

Jefferies dismisses the contention that Soviet kids are ''forced
to train, to do things that are
unpleasant for them. We must
remember that to be top
athletes, people must enjoy
what they are doing.'' He says
that Soviet kids want to excel in
sport for some of the same
reasons that motivate their U.S.
counterparts- W s fun and
there's prestige for winners.
But for Soviet athletes, there
are some additional incentives,''
Jefferies says. ''Relatively few
Soviets get the chance to travel
abroad-athletes can. Also, they
have
a
profession-coaching-waiting for
them after their competitive
days are ended. Here in the
U.S., we often lose the
talent-our athletes go into sport
careers as coaches or admini str a tors. They give
something back to sport.''
While Americans often
sp.eculate
about
the
sophisticated testing the Soviets
might use to predict which
children will be Olympic champions, Jefferies reports that their
coaches still rely heavily on a
kid's determination.
''From my experience, both
with coaches at the Soviet institutes and with those who have
emigrated, they maintain that
the process is more like planting
seeds. One told me, 'It's very
dangerous to think you can
predict which rose will ploom
first or best.' They' re reluctant
to exclude kids from their training programs who have strong
interest, even though their performance isn't first-rate. One
child like that might be a coach's
ticket to the top.

Church-goers' guide to E'burg
Editor's Note: This directory is
listed for the convenience of
students who wish to find a church
away from home of their denomination.

First Assembly of God
Church
Capitol & Walnut
925-3310
Central Christian
Fellowship
1009 N. D St.
925-9139
First Baptist Church
4th & Sprague
925-3322
Calvary Baptist Church
Rt. 3 Vantage Hwy.
925-3688
Independent
Church
1104 0 kanogan
925-3947

Baptist

Chestnut Street Baptist
Church
609 N. Chestnut
925-2424

First Christian Church
6th&: Ruby
925-2644

Grace Episcopal Church
101 w. 12th
962-2951

New Testament Christian
Church
409 w. 14th
925-1606

Free Methodist Church
720 S. Maple
925-1708

Christian & Missionary
Alliance Church
1407 N. B St.
925-1481
Church of Christ
408 S. Maple
925-1822
Christian Science Society'
4th & Anderson
925-1926
First Church of God
401 S. Ruby
962-2205

Bethel Gospel Church
1410 N Pfenning Rd.
925-1922
Jehovah's Witnesses
1010 E. 11th
925-2501
Jehovah's Witnesses
909 E. 8th Ave.
925-4445
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints
1700 Brick Rd.
First Ward 962-9016
· Second Ward 925-5191

First United
Church
3rd&: Ruby
962-9257

Methodist

Church of the Nazarene
205 E. Capitol
962-9515
United Pentecostal Church
11 Frontier Rd.
925-6272
First Presbyterian Church
1307 E. 3rd
925-3149
Catholic Campus Ministry
706 N. Sprague
925-3043
St. Andrews
Church
401 S. Willow
962-9819

Catholic

Community Bible Church
101 W. Helena
925-4493

First Lutheran Church
512 N. Ruby
925-2844

Seventh Day Adventist
10th & Columbia
962-9723

Ellensburg Foursquare
Church
906 E. Mt. View
925-5000

Wisconsin Evangelical
Lutheran Synod
1402 Brick Rd.
925-2882

First United Methodist
Church
3rd & Ruby
962-9257
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BOT reviews budget for next two years
University News

At a Sept. 30 meeting in
Ellensburg, the Central
Washington University board of
trustees will be asked to put its
stamp of approval on two major
budget requests for the 1989-91
biennium. The public meeting
of the seven-member board
begins at 11 a.m. in Bouillon
Hall 143.
If approved, both budget requests will be submitted to the
Governor's office next month,
for consideration during the next
legislative session.
Central' s proposed operating
budget request for the next two
fiscal years totals $109,852,000,
and includes a carry-farward

budget of 88,365,000 to continue
the university's present service
levels. The proposal also includes 12 request packages
totalling $20, 767,000 and
7,994,000 faculty and exempt
employee salary increase request.
The CWU capital budet request for 1989-91 totals
32,294,000, and includes major
renovation, minor remodeling,
telecommunications, new construction, hazardous material
abatement and energy savings
projects.
At the Friday morning
meeting, university trustees will
Please see BOT page 5

Board of Trustees members will meet this Friday to discuss 1989-91 budget proposal.

We are now accepting student applications for

APPLE
COMPUTERS

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
APPRENTICE POSITIONS

On-the-job training will increase the knowledge and experience
of the selected individuals. Employment opportunities between
academic quarters and during the summer will be available for
those who successfully demonstrate acceptable programming
and consultation abilities.
QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Preference will be given to students with actual work
experience, full or part-time, in computer programming,
consulting, or other data processing field and to those who
will be enrolled during the 1989-90 academic year.

ON CAMPUS·
TUESDAY
OCT· 4
10 am-4 pm

2. Current enrollment as a full-time CWU student (12 or more
credits) during 1988-89 academic year and able to work a
minimum of 15 hours per week, including quarter breaks and
some weekends during the academic year, and 40 hours per
week during the summer break.

SUB LOBBY

3. Students must demonstrate proficiency in the use of DEC
VAX equipment, and experience with microcomputers.

STOP BY

One position is now open, having the following additional
qua Iifications:

GREAT BACK
TO SCHOOL
SAVINGS·

Computer Apprentice for Housing Services
This position requires that the student currently be majoring
in either Information Systems, Computer Science or a
computer related study. Applicants must be able to use
more than one programming language and have experience
using data base management tools.
Starting wage is $4.95 per hour. Compensation for summer
employment will be at a higher rate (appropriate Civil Service
salary).

EQUIPMENT
DEMOS·

•

Auxiliary Services Computing is now accepting applications for
our Computer Programmer/Analyst Apprentice Program. We
presently need qualified students to assist our professional staff
with design, development, testing, implementation, and
maintenance of information systems. These positions involve
working with staff in Computer Services and Auxiliary Services
areas.

Applications will be available only at the Housing Office, Barge
Hall, Room 103, during regular office hours. Let us help you put
your talent to work and money in your pocket. Applications will
be accepted until 5 p.m., October 7, 1988.

Auxiliary Services Computing

t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.
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'
1-day photo
finishing

~

Copy Service
Laminating
and Binding

(except weekends)

Open Every Day.
Monday.;Friday 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

!
!
!~
!I

I
I
Il ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
111 E. 8th • 925-9851 ~
i
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BOT-----------------------------.---------------------------------------------------paleontology lab, and for reroof. ing several housing facilities.
The Central board will also
consider a variety of personnel
be asked to award contracts for matters at the meeting.
the first phase of a telecommunications project to link maAt a special meeting Friday,
jor campus classroom buildings
September
23 in Seattle, Central
with an underground data, voice
Washington
University's board
and video communications
of trustees voted to ask the state
distribution system, as well as
legislature for funds to enable
providing the campus with a
the Ellensburg university to pronew digital telephone service.
Continued from page 4

Other construction matters on
the agenda include a proposal
for demoilition of the campus

vide four bachelor's degree programs in Yakima beginning as
early as 1989.

Under the proposal, Central
would phase in the program,
planning to serve up to 200 fulltime equivalent (FfE) students
annually by 1992, and up to 400
FfE students annually by 1995.
The proposed program is based on a May 1988 CWUconducted higher education
needs assessment survey in the
Yakima Valley, featuring random telephone sampling as well
as questionaire responses from
area business owners.
The coursework slated in the
CWU proposal would enable

Yakima area students to earn
bachelor's degrees in business
administration, early childhood
edcuation, liberal arts, and applied computer technology.
According to CWU Provost
Robert Eddington, Central
would provide upper-division
(junior- and senior-level)
coursework, "primarily on the
YVC campus, but understanding that the delivery of courses
and programs must be responsive to the needs and wants of
the people of Yakima Valley. It
may be desirable to bus students
to the Ellensburg campus for a

,----~------, r----------------------------,
BUY ONE GOLD FISH
1
,~ ~~ MANE
The
GET ONE FREE!!!
~-1~;.ATTRACTION '
~
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HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Exper;e~~e a Total Look

f roin
Hair done by the Professionals

'
'

(Same Variety with this Coupon)

Comets Reg . . 19 each

'

'
Student Discount every
'
'
Monday and Tuesday
A
'
* $3 off haircuts {includes styling)
f
'*Marketing Club Coupon (good anytime)'
'
*$10 off perms and $3 off haircuts
'

Mon-Sat Evening Appointments Available

Visit Our Fish Room & Pet Gallery

a
One coupon per person

f

'
423Vz North Pearl
925-3159
L~~~~~~~~•

TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME
TIME

FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR.THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE
FOR THE

EXPIRATION DATE:

10-31-88

412 N. Pearl
925-1435
CASH VALUE 1/20¢

~----------------------------J

SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THRUS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
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SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8
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SPIRIT THURS-8
SPIRIT THURS-8

WILDCAT WEEK
WILDCAT WEEK ALL CAMPUS
DANCE SAT-9 SUB BALLROOM
(SUPER SPIRIT SlJRFIN
SATURDAYl WILDCAT WEEK
ALL CAMPUS DANCE _ SAT-9
SUB BALLROOM (SUPER SPIRIT
SURFIN SATURDAY}WILDCAT
WEEKALLCAMPUS DANCE SAT
SUB BALLROOM (SUPER SPIRIT
SURFIN SATURDAY) WILDCAT
WEEK ALLCAMPUSDANCE
SAT-9SUBBALLROOM (SUPER
SPIRIT SURFIN SATURDAYl
WILDCAT WEEK ALL CAMPUS

w
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L
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limited number of highly
specialized courses.''
Students in the Yakima area
could
complete
their
preliminary coursework at
Yakima Valley Community College or Heritage College.
Edington emphasized that while
the six-year proposal was
adopted by Central, he anticipates close cooperation
among YVC, Heritage and CWU
in developing the program
details.
The CWU proposal for the initial 1989-92 (three-year) period
includes an annual $775,000
cost estimate, according to S.
Sterling Munro, Wenatchee,
chairman of the CWU governing
board.
Today's CWU board action
proposes the re-establishment of
a Central extended degree
center on the YVC campus. According to CWU President
Donald Garrity, Central has
delivered courses in the Yakima
area since the early 1940' s. A
Central center was established
at YVC in 1978, attracting from
100 to 150 FTE students annually until state-wide budget cuts in
1981-82 forced closure of the
program.
According to Garrity, the proposal will also be included in the
university's 1989-91 biennium
operating budget request, which
will be submitted next month to
Gov. Booth Gardner for consideration by the 1989
Legislature.

PEPRALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEPRALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
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PEPRALLY SAT-12:30BARTO
PEPRALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
PEP RALLY SAT-12:30 BARTO
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w
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E
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LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
LAWN
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SEPT. 25-0CT. 1
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU
DON'T LET IT PASS YOU

BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!
BY!

Welcome Back!
Welcome all new and returning
students. We're looking forward
to serving you this year. Let's
make it a great onel

GO CATSlll

-~-

Pick up your abse'ntee ballots
_n ext to the ASCWU Office, SUB 106
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Committees _______________

Ge·t
Campus Judicial Council

Teacher's Education Council

Council of Probity

General Education· Committee

Board of Academic Appeals

Graduate Council

Affirmative Action Committee

Energy and Activities Fees
Committee

Faculty Senate
SUB Facilities Planning and
Financial Aid Committee

Involved!
Now is your chance to participate
in the governance of the
university. There are openin_gs
on these committees

Academic Computing
Committee
Bookstore Advising Committee

Parking and Traffic Appeals
Committee

Parking and Traffic Advisory
Committee

University Curriculum
Committee

Book Exchange Committee

Undergraduate Council

Centennial . Committee

Endorsements ommittee
Campus Safety Committee
Athletics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

This is a Paid Advertisement.

Pick up an application from the
BOD Office, SUB 106, 9:00 -4:00,
Monday - Friday.
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SCEN·E
Film series_ p~esents classics

Filmaker John Huston's The Dead will be shown Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. in McConnell
· Auditorium. The screenplay was taken from the short story by James Joyce.
By M. SCOTI THOMAS
Scene Editor

Movie classics from Hitchcock to Huston will share top
billing with accaim{d new films
in Central Wasington University's 12th annual Classic Film
Series. The films will be shown
on Sunday nights throughout fall
quarter, at 7pm.
The Classic Film Series is
sponsored by the Central
English Department and
ASCWU. Short films will
precede most of the features,
and on Oct. 30, Dr. Raymond
Smith, Central humanities professor will introduce the film
"The Funeral" with comments
about Japanese "New Wave"
cinema.
"My Life As A Dog", will
open the series on Oct.10. This is
a Swedish comedy about growing up, and was a popular film of
1985.
The Oct. 9 feature, "The
Dead'', won director John
Huston Best Film of the Year
honors from the National Film
Critics Society in 1987. "The
Dead" was Huston's last film
based on ''Dubliners'' by James
Joyce and was hailed as the
movie of the year by the New
York Times.
"Hallelujah, I'm a Bum" will
be shown on Oct. 16, and is a
depression-era satire on the virtues of being on government
relief. The musical was made in
1933 and stars Al Jolson and
Harry Langdon. The 1984
documentary, "Voices From A
Steel Town'', will open for the
feature.
Juzo Itami's 1984 film film
,"The Funeral" will be shown
Oct.30 and takes a satirical look

at life's final embarrassment.
The three day adventure of a
traditional Buddhist funeral provides the framework for the
poignant Japanese film.
Alfred Hitchcock's "Suspicion" takes the stage Nov.6, starring Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine. In this tense 1941 masterpiece, a woman discovers that
her new husband is a liar and a
cheat--and possibly worse.

On Nov.13, Peter Wang's "A
Great Wall" explores the country cousin-city cousin theme. In
this comedy, a ChineseAmerican executive takes his
family home to visit the China
he left 30 years ago, producing a
culture shock for both hosts and
guests.
''The Coca-Cola Kid will be
shown Nov.20. It is an eccentric
and charming Australian satire

·about marketing and a favorite
soft drink. The zany love story
revolves around a Harvard MBA
sent ''down under'' to take over
Coke's branch office in Sydney,
and an untraditional secretary
he encounters there.
Finally, the Classic Film Series
will close with the John Huston
classic, "The African Queen."
Humphrey Bogart won · an
Acadamy Award for his 1951

Donal McCann, John Huston and Angelica Huston from The Dead.

romantic adventure with
Katherine Hepburn.
''The
African Queen'' will be screened Dec. 4.
Season passes are available at
Jerrol' s Bookstore, Ace Books
and Records, Fourwinds
Bookstore and the CWU English
Department, the price is $12.
Single tickets are $2.50 at the
door.
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Clubs'add spice to campus life
By M. SCOTT THOMAS
Scene Editor

With the new school year
upon us, many students are
thinking about ways to make
their lives more interesting. One
easy way to get involved with
the university is by joining one
for the many clubs and organizations.
The clubs here on campus
cater to a wide variety of tastes
and interests. Some of the
organizations are geared to help
students find out more about
their chosen professions, while
others are just for fun. Here is a
list of the clubs here on campus
and .the phone numbers of the
club advisors, if you are interested in a club and want information, call the advisor listed.
Accounting Club
Norm Gierlasinski 963-1470
Administrative Management
Society
K.K. Harsha 963-1255
Alcoholics Anonymous
Deacon Meier 963-1515

Alpha Phi Sigma
Allen McMillan 963-1650

Campus Crusade for Christ
Kenneth Briggs 963-2481

American Advertising Student
Association
Alan Taylor 963-3680

Catholic Campus Ministry
R.E. Parks 963-2721

Federation for Student
American Choral DirectorsAssociation Student Chapter
Karen Soderberg

Central Christian Fellowship
Ken Briggs 963-2481

Central Science Fiction and Fantasy Club
William Smith 963-3201
Chinese Student Association
Thomas Yeh 963-1541

CMA Salt Company
Ken Briggs 963-3694
College Republicans
Dean Owens 963-1921
Delta Epsilon Chi
Catherine Bertelson 963-2155

Circle K International
Mike Lopez 963-1515

Please see Club page 9

Arnold Air Society
Jack Nettis 963-2314
Association for Computing
Machinery
Carl Steidley 963-1495
Association of Biologists
John Carr 963-2731
Association of Construction
Managers
Dave Carns 963-3543
Bacchus
Richard Meier 963-1515

.
G

MUSIC INSTRUMENTS

~v~~r.~.~ ~~H~ST~ ~,~!~. F~l9,~ru~~y
•RENTALS
• SALES
• SUPPLIES
• SERVICE

•ACCESSORIES
• SHEET MUSIC
• PA EQUIPMENT
• INSTRUCTION

217 N. Pine

Baha'i Club
Raeburne Heimbeck 963-1358
Babtist Student Union
W .E. Wilson 963-3450

Aloha Club
Dan Layman 963-3451
Alpha Eta Rho/Chi Rho Cht.
Dale Samuelson 963-2364

Business and Economics Club
P.R. O'Shaughnessy 963-2355

Alpha Kappa Psi
John Lasik 963-3676

Campus Ambassadors
Paul Bechtel 963-3313

''Iadont
want
lot of hype.

~~
<Hffi

I just want

something I
can count on.''
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Club
Continued from page 8
"' Disabled Students Association
Sam Rust 963£-1061

Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
William Eberly 963-1395

Music Educator National Conference
Patricia Bourne 963-1105

Public _Relation Student Society
of America
Corwin King 963-1066

Kappa Delta Pi-Delta Omicron
963-1461

National Association of Jazz
Educators
John Mowad 963-1566

Radical Association
Democratic Students
James R. Brown 963-2408

Native American Council
Janet Castilleja 963-2131

Ranger Club
Jeffrey Ducan 963-3518

Student Association fo Fashion
Designers
Carolyn Schactler 963-2766

Oasis
Wolfgang Franz 963-3420

Residence Hall Council
James Hollister 963-1831

Student Reading Council
C. Greatsinger 963-2061

Phi Alpha Theta
Z.Oltan Kramer 963-1454

Rotoract Club
Jerry Findley 963-3512

Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis
Nancy Howard 963-2205

Eta Sigma Gamma
Sharon Schwindt 963-2481

L

Law and Justice Association
Allen MCMillan 963-1650
Fashion Merchandising Student Lutheran Student Movement
Association
Charles Vlec 963-1221
Pearl Douce 963-1366
Marketing Club
Wanda Fujimoto 963-2663
Fitness Club
Jan Boyungs 963-1794
Math Club
William Eberly 963-1395
Food Science and Nutrition
David Gee 963-2366
M.E.C.H.A. Club
Carlos Reyes 963-1211
Geology Club
Don Ringe 963-1795
Micro-Computer Club
Connie Roberts 963-1444
Internation Business Club
Les Mueller 963-2031
Model United Nations Club
International Club
Rex Wirth 962-2433
Dieter Romboy 963-3612

HAPPY'S MARKET
Central's ·No. 1 Store!!!

***at Hot Prices
Coldest Beer
Bulk Foods - Videos
BE HAPPY ***
SHOP HAPPY'S

of

Society · of Manufacturing
Engineers
N.H. Wolford 963-1756
Spotlight Drama Club
W.W. Franz 963-3420

Self-Improvement Club
Allen McMillan 963-1650

Phi Beta Lambda
Connie Roberts 963-1444
Political Science Club
Rex Wirth 963-1318

Semper Fidelis Society
Sam Rust 963-1061

Central Washington University
Chapter of Washington Student
Lobby
Rex Wirth 963-1318

Polyester Art Guild
Quentin Fitzgerald 963-2665

Soccer Club
James Nylander 963-1794

Water Polo Club
Lori Clark 963-3672
Students and Staff for the Education and Prevention of Sexual
Assault [STEPS]
Jackie Wittman 963-1391
Student's Educational Rights
Caucus
Dorthy Sheldon 963-2127

clean, private & relaxing
20 minute tans
early morning & evening appointments
$2.00 tans
enter drawing for free tanning package

GRAN-D OPENING SPECIALS
925-7726

420 North Pine

expires Oct. 8, 1988
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'!}

• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .

Students for the Education of
Young Children
Randall Wallace 963-2259
Students Returning After Time
Away [STRATA]
Lois Owen 963-3360
Three Penny Players
Milo Smith 963-1230
United Ministries Education
Student Club
Robert Mitchell 963-2701

You dorlt need your parents' money
· · to buy aMacintosh.
Just their signature.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
and send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a check for
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
you in just a few weeks.
at school.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
hardship. No application fee.
another thing altogether.
·
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your
parents need to do is fill it out, sign it,
•••liiiii

j

Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
as many as 10 years. Which gives you and your parents plenty of time to decide just who pays for it all.

Introducing Apple's
StudentLoan-to-OWnProgram

b~

ti

®

© 1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and
Macintosh are registered trad~marks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Career ,P lanning ~Placement Center
SPECIAL WORKSHOP
FOR CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN PRE,SCREENING: Robert Malde
of the Career Planning and
Placement Center will present
a workshop on Resumes October 4 - Shaw Smyser
105 at 3 p.m. Plan to attend.
(The pre-screening candidate
information to decide who
they will interview when they
come to our campus. . .more information is available at
CPPC- Barge 1Q5.)
JOB
\ -SEARCH
WORKSHOPS/RESUMES
AND INTERVIEWING:
Robert Malde of the Career
Planning & Placement Center
will present workshops on
Resumes - October 11 and
Interviewing - October 12
held at Shaw Smyser 105 at 3
p.m. Plan to attend.
The magic date is October
7.
.Opportunities for
Business-Related Jobs Companies Pre-Screening
Candidates for Interviews.
Majors: Finance, Economics,
Occupational
Safety,
Chemistry, Physics, Computer Sciene, EngineeringRelated, Business, Marketing,
Industrial Distrubution, and
Math. Firms represented: Arthur Andersen, Ernst & Whinney - Telecommunications,
Westinghouse Hanford, Boise
Cascade, TTI, and EDS. Stop
by CPPC at Barge 105 soon to
pick up the registration
packet and pre-screen checklist.
The magic date is October
7. . .Opportunities For Accounting jobs Companies Pre-Screening Candidates for, Interviews. Accounting Majors. Firms
Represente'd :
Metcalf,
Hodges, Ernst & Whinney Telecommunications; Moss
Adams; Arthur Andersen;
Peat, Marwick, Main; Touche
Ross; Crow, Gervais; Arthur
--_Young; Ernst & Whinney;
Boise Cascade; Westinghouse
Hanford; Knight, Vale &
Gregory;
Benson
&
McLaughlin; Smith-Day;
Shrader, Alegria, Engleman,
DePew; BDO Seidman; John
Fluke; Niemi, Holland &
Scott; and LeMaster &
Daniels. Stop by to CPPC at
Barge 105 soon to pick up the
registration packet and prescreen check-list.

who are interested.) K-Mart
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Apparel - October 26 - All
Sign up one week in admajors. Advance sign-up
vance of campus visit: The
following organizations will . starts Octo her 21. (Informational meetings on October
have representatives on cam28, l:r5 p.m. and 3 p.m. in
pus to interview interested
SUB 103 - Kachess Rm. for
candidates during fall quarter.
all who are interested.)
(Sign-up schedules are posted
NOTE: Please stop by Career
one week, to the day, before
Planning and Placement
the arrival the interviewers ..
Center if you wish to keep
.Campus visit date shown.)
current
on the recruiting acU.S. Federal Bureau of Intivities. There may be addivestigatiq_n - October 12 and
tions·to this list of recruiters.
13 - All majors. (Informational
FOREIGN SERVICE OFmeeting on October 12, 7 p.m.
FICER EXAM: Are you inin SUB 206 for all interviewterested in working for the
ing and others who are inU.S. State Department? If so,
terested.) U.S. Defense Conapplications are available for
tract Audit Agency - October
testing.
October
20 - Acct. majors. Target
7-recommended date for mailStores - October. 24, 25, and
ing application form; October
26 - Dec Grads - Bus. Adm.,
14-deadline for application to
Lib. Arts, Retail Mgmt.,
be at the testing center;
Management, Marketing and
December 3-test date. Stop by
Fashion Merchandising mathe Career Planning and
jors. The Boeing Company Placement Center to pick up
October 24, 25 and 26 - Inthe application.
dustrial
Supervision,
MILITARY RECRUITING:
Manufacturing Engineer
U.S. Marine Corps. - OcTechnology, Industrial Electober 11, 12, and 13. SUB tronic Technology and ElecInfo Booth - All Day.
tronics Engineer Technology
PLACEMENT ORIENTAand Electronics Engineer
TION MEETING FOR
Techonology majors. (InforTEACHER CANDIDATES:
mational meeting on October
All ·1988-89 graduates should
24, 7 p.m. in SUB 204-.205 for
establish placement files as
all interviewing and others

These shoes won
podiatric acceptance.

lnawalK.

soon as possible. Placement
Orientation Meetings will be
presented to discuss services
offered by the Career Planning and Placement Center;
and, step-by-step instructions
will be given on the completion of a placement file. Plan
to attend one of the three
meetings: October 18 (3-4);
October 19 (4-5); or October
20 (7-8). The location for the

meetings is at Black 101.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS: The
following
Job
Search
Workshop will be presented
by Robert D. Malde of the
Career Planning and Placement Center: October 25, 26,
and 27 at 3-4 p.m., Black 107.
Topics covered: Job Finding
Skills; Resumes; and Interviewing.

Crisis Line needs help
Crisis Line is still at it taking
urgent calls for help twenty-four
hours a day.
Those interested in serving
people, making a difference in
the community can do so by
becoming a member of the
Crisis Line. There are only two
training classes each year, and
attendance is mandatory before
a volunteer may serve on the
line
according ~0 Jackie
Galbraith.
"My volunteers are a great
crew and have made the difI I I

ference in so many people's
lives,'' said Galbraith, Crisis
Line director.
The training workshop (October 14-18th) prepares
volunteers to handle all types of
calls and focuses on listening
skills. According to Galbraith,
''Calls are no-different here than
in a big city, there are just fewer
of them.''
Mainly what a Crisis Line
Please see Crisis page 11

CUSTODIAL
APPRENTICE
PROGRAM
University Dini~g Services is now accepting applications for our Auxiliary
Services Custodial Apprentice Program. We need qualified students to assist our
professional staff throughout the year including full-time summer employment.
An on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge
and experience of the selected individuals. Starting wage for an apprentice Is
$4.95 per hour.
QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Three months' experience with custodial procedures and equipment.
2. Currently enrolled as a full-time CWU student with a minimum of 12 credits
Fall Quarter 1988.
3. Able to obtain a Student Employment Work-Clearance Form.
4. Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week including some
weekends during the academic year.
5.

Available for full-time summer employment.

6. Must have a valid Food Handlers card or be eligible for one.
7. Must have a valid Washington State Driver's License.
8.

Pref~rence

will be given to students currently employed in Dining

Services.

Accepted by the American Podiatric Medical Association, Dexsteps walking shoes
look
good and
[ I great.
~ 'J 0
USA
iee
~
MAil~
4th & Pearl
Mundy's Shoes ·
925-9725

1•111·Ill
Li

Interested applica~ts may apply at Holmes' Dining Hall Scheduling Office,
Monday through Friday, between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. Applications will be accepted
until Friday, October 7, 1988.
·

r l'RO\ IJlLY

011,DINING
l\lr SERVICES

®

WE'RE GLAD TO SEE YOUR BACK!
Certain school activities such as exercise, long periods of sitting, sports
events and even accidents can lead to unnecessary pain. Headaches, neck and
back pain, arm and leg pains can all stem from spinal misaligmr1ents. If you
currently suffer such pain or if it arises in the future, contact a doctor of
Chiropractic.

Dr. M11nard Linder

Dr. SandJ Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

962-2570
1011 N. Alder'r.,Ellensburg _

LOCATED CLOSn TO CAMPUS
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Crisis ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Continued from page 10
volunteer does is liste'n .
· Therefore communication skills
are practiced, and several invited experts will be on hand to
share their expertise in the field
of suicide, drugs and alcohol,
child abuse, and domestic
violence. The program has been
expanded this year to allow
more time for teen suicide and

domestic violence and sexual
assualt which are two of the top
ten call~ received by Crisis Line
last year.
The registration and interview
session will take place Tuesday,
Octoh!r 11th, 7-9 p.m. at 507
Nanum. The minimun age requirement is 18. Crisis Line
needs volunteers who have a ge-

EJllr)
Fresh Seafood,
Pasta,

EJllEJ

and Espresso!!!!

Take a break
from the
dining hall

teams also. Crisis Line . has
several such .teams and they
work out great.
Those who are a part of Crisis
Line feel they are part of a team
and take pride in the service
needed by the community and
college students. If interested in
donating time and energy to the
Crisis Line, contact Galbraith at
925-2166.

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . .,

I

Treat yourself to

.kfre

nuine concern for people and
who are willing to serve on
Crisis Line for a year. After the
first six months of serving one
three hour shift each week a
volunteer may go on home duty,
choose to be a sub, or ask for a
leave of absence. Men as well as
women are encouraged to
voluteer. Husband and wife

II
I

1111!
TA'WF
~~I~"

JAZZ NIGHT

~

.

YOU'VE WANTED TO TRY FIELDS'·SC
l,T SINCE .YOU. WERE A Kl D.
. NOW'S YOUR CHANCEi
, . . .~

•

~x~i)vl®

r~

SCUBA CERTIACATION
JOE FIELDS - Owner & Instructor
105 East E St. #2 Yakima, WA 98901 575-5570
We give you something extra ... EXPERIENCE !

I
(reg. $19.95)
I 10 percent off parts .
I and accessories w/Student
I
l.D. card ·
I
Exp. October 31

.

107

~

.~
~

[•II•]

Comparing Contents
The average food shopper
compares prices; the savvy
shopper compares contents,
too. The savvy shopper is a
label reader. To understand the
labels on products, lets look at
the ways fat, salt and sugar are
listed. Remember, ingredients
are listed in order of qu.antity,
so the one found in greatest
amounts is listed first. If a
product iists chocolate, cocoa
butter, coconut, palm or palm
kernal oil, you' re looking at
saturated fats. Beware of the
label listing ''vegetable oil,''
"emulsified oil," or "contains
one of the following.·' These
could contain any oil in any
amount. Sugar may be found
on a label under these names:
sucrose, fructose, dextrose,
dextrins, molasses, corn
syrup, glucose, and sorbitol.
Salt masquerades under many
names, but most have the
word "sodium" attached.
While everyone should enjoy a
treat once in a while, a glance
at the label tells why you
shouldn't indulge too often!!

504 East 8th St.
Across from
McConnell Auditorium

HAIR DESIGN &
BODY TANNING

925-2320

I
I
:

I
I
925-5993_,I

L_____________
East 3rd

II
I

~

Ei

1Back to School Special I
: Tune-ups $9.95 :

I

I
September 29
I
I
I
I
9:oo - 12:00
I
I
I
I..........................
117 w. 4th
925-39391
, .............................................

AA~

r-------~-----,
I
I
I

: Cf!tzfU~ur' Schwinn
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SPORTS
851 yards equals domination

Brad Taylor {23) looks for John Mansfield {21) to create a hole in order to gain extra
yardage against Western Oregon.
By ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

Heading into Saturday's Columbia Football Association
clash against Mt. Ranier League
rival Western Washington, Central Washington's Wildcats
boast a 2-0 record, defeating
Western Oregon at home 28-7,
and manhandling Whitworth
52-20 in Spokane's Pine Bc·wl.
A bruising, aggressive
defense, combined with an improving offense are the reasons

for early Wildcat success.
Central' s defense has allowed
opposing ball carriers 87 yards
rushing on 57 carries through
two games. They have forced
eight turnovers(four fumbles
and four interceptions), with six
of those coming against WOSC,
and five quarterback sacks.
Meanwhile, CWU' s offense
has amassed 851 yards. ·Four
hundred ninety-one of n~ose
came in Saturday's ~inking of
the Pirates, including 372
rushing.

cwu 28, wosc 7
Pat Patterson rushed for 86
yards and two seven-yard
touchdown runs, and Jeff
Hilzendeger booted two field
goals, one of which was a CFAty i ng and school record
52-yarder, in the Wildcats' win,
avenging last season's 21- J 7 loss
at Monmouth.
"Overall, I'm very pleas~d
with the performance of the
kids,'' Central coach Mike Dunbar said, ''They worked
hard ... We need this game as a

stepping stone to show us what
we have to do to continue. It's a
step in the right direction."
Dunbar praised the performances of Hilzendeger and
punter Scott Kelly, who averaged 35.3 yards on nine punts,
with many of those coming
against a stiff wind. ' 'We feel fifty yards is not out of the question,'' Dunbar said in regard to
Hilzendeger's 52-yard effort,
"Both 'Dinger' and Scott Kelly
have extremely strong legs.''
The third-year Central mentor

also had positive comments for
his defense which limited
Western Oregon to a meager 56
yards rushing in 32 attempts.
"We knew going in that they
had to be the foundation for us
early(in the season) ... and I think
they were," Dunbar explained,
"I thought they were able to
control the tempo of the game."
The Wildcats other score
came through the air on a
31-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Bart Fortune to
wide receiver Terry Duncan late
in the third quarter giving Central its final margin of victory.
CWU 52, Whitworth 20
Using a 12 to 1 rushing advantage, CWU built a 28-0 secondquarter lead and cruised to a
convincing victory in its Mt.
Rainier League opener.
Patterson again paced the
ground attack with 134 yards on
19
carries
and
three
touchdowns. Ray Riojas contributed 63 yards, while reserve
running back Joe Sanders chipped in 54 and a touchdown. Ed
Mortimer added 37 yards on
three attempts, with the final
carry netting Central' s final
touchdown with 39 seconds remaining.
Both quarterbacks, Fortune
and Darrell Hudson, tossed
second-quarter scoring passes,
Fortune hitting Duncan with a
10-yard strike which gave the
Wildcats a 21-0 cushion and
Hudson teaming up with Carl
Fite for a 22-yard play less than
nine minutes later.
Hilzendeger' s 30-yard field
goal with 4:29 left in the third
quarter helped to squelch any
Pirate momentum as Whitworth
had cut CWU' s lead to 28-14
earlier in the period.
For the second straight game,
Central flexed its muscles defending the run. Whitworth managed only 31 yards on 25 carries.

Soccer blends freshman and veteran talent
By MIKE BUSH
Sports Editor

With a good balance of experience and youth and a season
under their belts, the CWU
men's and women's soccer
teams have kicked off what look
to be another promising season.
The men, headed by secondyear coach Greg Sambrano,
have already compiled a respectable 2-2-1 record on the season
and are looking forward to win
number three as they travel to
Western Washington University
~turday for a 3 p.m. kickoff.
~: Led by five returning let,t
·men and supported by eleven
~ . oming freshmen, the 'Cats
·•
not only see a successful
·~ahead, but also a bright
.e in the years to come.
h Sambrano believes his
p ers will show great improvement. "We'll be 100 percent better. We have a lot of
good, young players and we
have good depth," said Sambrano.
Last weekend, the Wildcats
brought the University of Puget

l

Sound to a 1-1 double overtime
draw and went on to battle Seattle University in a 3-2 win.
The only score against UPS
came from freshman Derek
Nelson who, following a free
'kick, headed the ball into the
back of the net. Assisting on the
lone goal was another promising
freshman, Jay Harvey.
Playing keeper for the 'Cats,
Danny Marquett performed admirably, as he made eleven
saves in the two outings, replacing injured starter Scott Willis.
In the Seattle game, Marquett
took to the field early in the second half as CWU suffered from
a 2-0 deficit to watch his squad
rally to score three goals in the
final 20 minutes of the contest.
Scorers were Dennis Tate, Clint
Manny and Jeff Monnet, who on
a one-on-one breakaway lifted
the Wildcats to victory.
Outshooting Seattle 24-6,
Sambrano had to be pleased
with his team's effort. ''We completely dominated the action,
but we just had a tough time putting the ball into the net until the
end,'' said Sambrano.

The women's squad now sits
on a 2-1 record as they face two
division rivals this weekend,
Seattle University on Saturday
in Seattle and Western
Washington at home at 1 p.m.
Losing an exhibition against
WSU last Sunday, 6-2 and drop-

By RENEE RICKETIS
Managing Editor

If the men's cross country
team improves as much in their
second meet as the women's
team did in theirs, then CWU
will have a couple of tough
squads in the running for honors
this season.
Heather Lucas led the
women's team to an eighth place
standing in the season's first invitational at Whitman, then
picked up the pace for both an
individual and team win at the
Simon Fraser Invitational one
week later.
Men's Head Coach Spike Arlt

ping to Simon Fraser 7-0 on
Saturday, The lady 'Cats will be
anxious to get some wins in their
upcoming games.
Against WSU, Anjie Moore
assisted Katie Isley to score and
freshman Charla Kochel booted
a penalty kick into net for their

was impressed with the individual efforts of transfer student Brad Hooper and lettermen
Jim Oldham and Shawn Barrow,
but said the team generally "ran
a pretty conservative race." The
men placed sixth at the Emerald
City Invitational last Saturday.
In addition to Arlt' s three hot
dog runners, five other returning lettermen are Matt Olson,
Steve Bacon, Dan Sutich, Gary
Anderson and Dallas Trople.
Mike Roush, Dale Learn, Scott
MacDonald, Tim Belding and
Spencer Finney complete the
team.
Arlt lost three of last year's top

only two scores. CWU outshot
the Cougars 18-14 but couldn't
seem to find the goal. "We controlled the ball for most of the
game," said coach Bill Baker.
''Most of WSU' s goals came
because of mental lapses.''

five men, but hopes to make up
the difference with hard work.
The women's first-year coach
Pete Steiner is excited about the
talent on the team, including
letter-winners Mary Veneziani,
Kristi Koester and Kristelle Arthur as well Lucas. Steiner is also
pleased to coach outstanding
freshmen Dionne Wimmer and
Molly Hatfield.
Completing the team are
freshmen Kerrie Cavaness, Liz
Connors, Jenni Cena, Wendy
Pederson and Karen Malella.
Next on the schedule for both
teams is the George Fox Invitational in Newberg, Ore. this
Saturday.

~
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Intramurals ready to fire up

Catch that pass, block that spike, shoot the J
By ROY ELIA

tion," Gimlin added.
In regard to getting involved,
Central Washington Universi- one must ''pay attention to what
ty's intramural sports program is going on," Gimlin said,
kicks off October 17, according ''Students have to take some into Rob Gimlin, Recreation Coor- itiative.'' They can do so by
dinator and Director of In- word of mouth, newspaper ads
tramural Sports.
and flyers, said Gimlin. ''We are
Among the sports being of- receptive to ideas,'' he confered are men's and women's tinued, ''We try to facilitate inflag football, co-ed volleyball terest through tournaments and
and small scale co-ed basketball, special events."
which is back after a three-year
Two such events include a
absence.
two-on-two volleyball tournaEach participating team will ment October 11 and 12 and the
pay 40 dollars each to compete • annual Homecoming Fun Run
in flag football or one of two(co- on October 29, the latter of
ed or men's) basketball leagues, which features Sk and lOk
which are limited to eight teams. events. The shorter race has
Twenty-five dollars will be ''helped to increase the number
charged for either residence hall of participants the past two
or open co-ed volleyball, Gimlin years,'' Gimlin pointed out.
noted.
A mandatory manager's
One reason for intramural meeting is scheduled October 13
competition is to give students at 5 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion's
who do not plan a career in var- room 116 in which rule changes
sity athletics an opportunity to will be emphasized. Anyone
enjoy sports they have play~d with questions about any aspect
before. "Social aspects of being of intramural athletics can have
together and with other teams them answered by dialing either
are prime reasons for participa- 963-3512 or 963-1751.
Staff Writer

Intramurals sports are coming together October 1.7.

•
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Hans'

Gym

208 W. 5th Ellensburg

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
AEROBICS
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the competitive field of graphic arts! We •
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The apprentice will be required to work
12 to 19 hours a week during the

independently is essential.

person. The Auxiliary Services Advertising

academic year at a starting wage of $4.95

must be responsible, self-motivated, and

:,'.:: d:::,:::·,::::::~,::.:::

Design Apprentice position to be filled on

may be required to work full time during

or before November 1, 1988.

quarter breaks. The summer wage is

The

962-9277

L--------------~~-------------~

develop and execute design problems

can give that experience to the right

-

~,,

Publications Manager, the ability to

You'll need experience to get ahead in • substitute!

. .._,.
t .'\:. .:,;::li~~;:,u::,::en: ;:,~::
,_

4 Classes Daily M-F and
1 Class on Sat. & Sun.
Over 7,000 lbs Free Weight
Weight Belts Centerline Gym Equipment
and Gloves
Stationary Bikes
Student and Family Discounts

Nutritional
Supplements

Applicants

able to meet deadlines. The tasks will
range from the menial to the considerable.
The

Advertising

and

Publications

~.:V

ANNOUNCING
OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

~i-i

Department strives to solve each design

apprentice will work under the direction of

equivalent to the Civil Service wage of • problem with a fresh and creative

the Advertising and Publications Manager,

Graphic Designer/Illustrator. Apprentices • approach,

in

a work environment

• developing illustrative and photographic • hired must remain in the Apprentice • conducive to the positive development of

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS

• design solutions for Auxiliary Services • Program at least through Summer 1989. • all staff members.
• departments.

Skills needed for this position include •

The Graphic Design Apprentice must be • demonstrated design ability,

Applications for

this position are

drawing • available in the Auxiliary Services

• a full-time student at Central Washington • and/or rendering, conceptual development, • Advertising and Publications Department,
• University. In other words, you need to be • photography, darkroom, and copy writing • Barge 406, Central Washington University,
enrolled for at least 12 credits a quarter.

KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, '!I A 98926
(509) 962-9796

• skills. Finger painting skills are not a • Ellensburg, WA 98926, and will be

In addition, you must also be enrolled in • requisite;

however,

applicants with • accepted through Monday, October 17,

• the Graphic Design or Drawing and • technique in this area bordering on genius • 1988. All

applications

must

be

• Painting programs at Central during your • will be looked at with · considerable • accompanied with a complete resume. A
• period of employment. Enrollment in a • interest. Although the apprentice works • representative portfolio of the applicant's
mail-order art school is not a viable • under the direct supervision . of the • work must be available on request.

Locat~d: I block North of Safeway
between Tfte Copy Shop and Western Art Association
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Volleyball digs hard for tourney wins
By MIKE BUSH
Sports F.ditor

Sporting a 5-11 record so far
this season, Central Washington
volleyballers will be looking for
a few wins in the Puget Sound
Invitational tourney in Tacoma
this weekend.
After a sixth place finish at
Simon Fraser last week, the
Wildcats must now face 16
teams at the upcoming toumame n t, among which are
Western Oregon, Lewis and
Clark and the host Loggers, all
ranked among the best NAIA
squads in the nation.
Attributing to their losses, the
'Cats lost two of their top hitters
to injuries. Despite the losses,
coach John Pearson is confident
in his team. ''Considering the injuries, I was pretty happy with
the way we played. Even after
losing our top two hitters, we
were in most of the games.''
Wildcat-of-the-Week Angie

Ozanich took over for fhe
women with 58 assists and 26
digs in the tournament and committed only three service errors
in 58 attempts.
Ankle injuries took both
freshman Tami McNeight and
sophomore Joann Beaushaw out
of the action, while sophmore
Marlene Grasser sat out with a
pulled muscle. Beaushaw and
McNeight, who ranked second
and third on the team in kills,
are expected to be back for this
weekend's games.
The team leader in kills is
junior Renee Krebs with 104 and
a 37. 7 success percentage. Krebs
also leads in assists(166), service
aces( 18) and is tied with Ozanich
in service percentage at 94.3.
Ozanich tops the team in serve
recieving(92.9 percent), Tina
Washington leads in digs(lOO)
and blocking assists(46) and
Anysia Pepper heads the list
with 31 solo blocks.

WILDCAT FEVER ...

A returning player to Central's squad this year, Jenny Nelson came up short

KXLE

CATCH IT ON
AM 1240
with live .Play-by-play of all football
and men's basketball games.

FOR THE VALLEY'S HOTTEST
set you~ FM dial at 95.3
we're XL-:95 925-1488

925-1240

P"The
BlJ:C KB,Q ARD

THE PREFERRED PLACE
TO PARTY
GREAT FOOD
BIG SCREEN TV GAMES
COMING EVENTS TO WELCOME
YOU BACK!
Fri & Sat, Sept30 & Oct 1 DANCE TIME! NO C~VER!
Rock to "Leather and Lace"-Country Rock
Wed, Oct 5-"FIRST WEDNESDAY"-ROCK'N'ROLL
"DR. KEYS" LIVE-9:30 pm-Midnight-$ LOO cover
DRAWINGS-PRIZES-$1 POUNDERS
Thurs, Oct 6-MECHANICAL ARM WRESTLING
TOURNAMENT
8:30 pm SIGN-UP~MEN, WOMEN, MIXED DOUBLES
Come Show Your Stuff!
SEAHAWK GAMES & MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
$1 POUNDERS and other specials!
Come Watch the Games on our BIG SCREEN!
WEDNESDAY HUMP NIGHT PARTIES
ROBIN WILL ROCK US!
Watch for SPECIAL EVENTS,too!
Remember: $1 POUNDERS

FINAL 10 DAYS- Closing SAT-Oct 8th
Redpening about Nov 1st
as a discount ski store

OPEN TONIGHT 'TIWL NINE
AHTLETIC SHOES

ATHLETIC WEAR

Football Shoes Vi price
Mens & Womens Shoes V2 price
Reebok-Avia 30 percent off
Mens 4-7 (values to $48) $10

Mens Sportswear Vi price
Gals Sportswear Vi price
1/2 price
Swimsuits
Ski Parkas
to 60 percent off
Stretch pants 1/2 price

SK IS

SKI BOOTS

Elan Skis
(87-88) 60 percent
Raichle Boots 40 percent off
Swallow Skis (87-88) 60 percent off Munari Boots (gals) 50 percent off
K2 Skis
(88-89) 30-SO percent off Hanson Boots (gals) 70 percent off
Pre Skis (88-89) 30-50 percent off

TENNIS RACKETS

Russell Shorts (Reg 6.99) 1.99
Prince-Kennex-Head-Wilson-Yoney Russell T-Shirts (Reg 5.99) 3.99
Russell Sweats 20 percent off
(xs 40 percent off)
1/2
Lycra Tights
20 percent off
Athletic Socks 20 percent off
Vuarnet & Bolle Sunglasses
Custom Stringing Available
20 percent off

PRICE

CROSS COUNTRY
1/2 price
Jarvinen Skis
Assorted Boots 1/2 price
ADVENT Complete pkg 89.95.

Weight Eqpt.
V2 off
Geze Ski Bindings
V2 off
Tyrolia Ski Bindings 40 percent off
1/2 off
Metric Ski Poles

Commercial Ski Waxer $275.oo
~aseball Bat re-gripping $22s.oo
Lettering Machine & Letters $1,00o.oo
Coat Hangers (assorted) from .05¢
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Sports column

I certainly wouldn't invite them to dinner
u .i::>. and U .~.S.R. meeting
for the first time in over a
decade, a world of spectators
could look forward to settling
back into their Lazy Boys and
watching some exciting competition.
What the world didn't realize
is that the Games were to be
held in Seoul, perhaps the worst
place in the world to live if you
want to stay alive, Amidst all the
warring outside the stadiwn,
though, the warring inside is
taking more headlines than
what is being done on the track,
tm::

By MIKE BUSH
Sports Editor

Once every four years, a
wonderful, magical event takes
place, an event where people of
all nations gather in peace and
harmony to partake in athletic
competition. Instead of throwing grenades, athletes toss
javelins, instead of running in
fear, they sprint to victory.
The Olympics have always
been controversial, but with only one major athletic power
boycotting the games, Cuba, and

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

loses his fight, so instead of call- Sylvester Stallone in a small
ing it a day, the coaches decide Vietnamese village.
Next we see. the American
to tear apart the referee. Do the
security people, who the women's gymnastic team starKoreans have assured us are ing a bronze medal in the face
well trained, jwnp in to protect and denied it because of an
the referee? Of course they jump obscure and oft ignored rule that
into the ring - to help the keeps team members away
coaches pummel the poor man. . from the platform during a
Eight-on-one odds aren't quite routine.
Fine, stick to the rules, even if
good enough for them, though.
The assistant coach must now it is a cheap way to lose, but
stand along the ropes, inciting don't rules apply to the host
the crowd to join in the brawl, a team, too? Apparently not,
crowd which has already pro- because when a Korean boxer
ven to have the social ~ac~ hears the wrong bell in the ring
and drops his guard, getting his
innards knocked loose by a
more alert American fighter, the
officials rule that the fight will
be rematched later in the day.
The only good thing about the
ruling is that the American got
opportunity to beat the
WELCOME BACK! the
Korean senseless once again 45
minutes later. He should feel
lucky he didn't have to fight the
security guards afterward .,..- but
then again, they only pick on
WE OFFER:
old, defenseless referees.
Korea should be penalized
because of these and all the
Student Discount everyday
other shoddy incidents that have
made these Games so
Early Morning and Evening
unbearable to watch, such as
athletes being paid, drug conAppointments
troversy and random overall
mayhem. They should never
Redkin and Sebastian Products
again be allowed to compete in
future Olympic Games. After
all, if you were to visit
someone's home and they
304 NORTH PEARL
treated you like trash, would
you invite them to your house?

in the ring or ·i n the pool.
In fact, the Koreans have been
such poor hosts, that older
generations of spectators can
look back fondly at the 1936
Olympics where Adolph Hitler
was the ringleader. At least the
Nazi's didn't attack referees.
It wasn't enough that the
Korean officials had to rudely
push athletes away from
reporters following races, injuring both parties, but they have
proven to be udderly incapable
of accepting defeat gracefully.
In one instance, their boxer
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Keep the hardware? That's right, if
We're looking for students who
you successfully complete your ninewant to prove something to themmonth co-op term, you will have
selves - that they've got the enthusiearned your IBM Compatible or
asm and motivation needed to make
Macintosh® computer.
it in a cotporate setting.
We've got Technical Associate
Our paid internships are fulltime (40 hours a week) and last for a
internships available for people who
·duration of 9 months. Relocation asspeak our language -Basic, C,
Pascal or Assembly. As a Technical
sistance is available for non-local parAssociate Co-op you'll provide techticipants. Additional benefits include
nical support to users of Microsoft
a competitive salary, membership in
software, as well as test Microsoft
our local health club and software
products. Excellent command of the
discounts.
English language and great problem ,
There are only a limited number
solving skills are a must. Experience
of internships available, so act now.
as a computer tutor or programmer is Contact your Co-op Office by Octoa definite plus.
ber 7 for more information about our
internships' eligibility and our upcom- .
ing campus visit. Microsoft is an
equal opportunity employer.

